
REASONS FOR ADOPTING GOOD REASONS FOR ADOPTING GOOD 
FORWARD PADDLING TECHNIQUEFORWARD PADDLING TECHNIQUE

•• Force ProductionForce Production

EfficiencyEfficiency•• EfficiencyEfficiency

•• CompatibilityCompatibility

•• PotentialPotential



FORWARD PADDLING TECHNIQUE FORWARD PADDLING TECHNIQUE 
FUNDAMENTALSFUNDAMENTALS

•• PPostureosture

CConnectivityonnectivity•• CConnectivityonnectivity

•• PPower Transferower Transfer

•• FFeeleel



PrinciplesPrinciples
• The blade is driven into the water, well in front of the 

cockpit
• The legs provide the drive to move the boat forward 

and to initiate the rotation of the bodyand to initiate the rotation of the body
• The boat is moved past the blade, using the water as 

a ‘solid object’ on which to “pull”
• The blade is extracted just after the knees come past 

the hand
• The whole stroke takes place in front of the body



FORWARD PADDLING TECHNIQUE FORWARD PADDLING TECHNIQUE -- PHASESPHASES

•• Recovery after the stroke (ie exit Recovery after the stroke (ie exit 
and air work)and air work)

•• ‘Lock’ (or “the Catch”)‘Lock’ (or “the Catch”)

•• Ballistic action (or “Pull” phaseBallistic action (or “Pull” phase )
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Whole “Power / Glide” actionWhole “Power / Glide” action

The Power Stroke
The trunk rotates to lever 
the boat past the blade. 
Arms merely link the trunk 
to the blade.

The Glide
Both blades out of the water 
during the glide phase.  
Forward hand “waits” at 
shoulder height



The RecoveryThe Recovery
. . Release the pressure/force on the blade Release the pressure/force on the blade 

beforebefore the Exitthe Exit

. Exit by over. Exit by over--rotation forward on the opposite rotation forward on the opposite 
side side –– enables a long glideenables a long glideside side –– enables a long glideenables a long glide

. The front hand waits for the pulling hand to . The front hand waits for the pulling hand to 
come up levelcome up level

. Finishes when the shaft has passed the . Finishes when the shaft has passed the 
horizontal positionhorizontal position



Benefits of the RecoveryBenefits of the Recovery

•• Increases the glide after each power Increases the glide after each power 
phasephase

•• Enables relaxation between each Enables relaxation between each 
power phasepower phase

•• Prepares the body for the ‘lock’ (catch) Prepares the body for the ‘lock’ (catch) 
and  ballistic action (ie power phase)and  ballistic action (ie power phase)



THE ‘LOCK’  or THE ‘LOCK’  or 
CATCHCATCHCATCHCATCH



What is the “Lock” ?What is the “Lock” ?
It relates to the links for transmitting power It relates to the links for transmitting power 
from the legs through the shoulders and from the legs through the shoulders and 
down to the blade by means of the down to the blade by means of the 
immobilizationimmobilization of the transmitting joints.of the transmitting joints.immobilizationimmobilization of the transmitting joints.of the transmitting joints.

The ‘lock’ provides the The ‘lock’ provides the connectionconnection
between boat and the powerful leg and between boat and the powerful leg and 
back muscles and the power application back muscles and the power application 
points on the paddle shaft.points on the paddle shaft.





“Lock” the blade“Lock” the blade





Conditions for the “Lock”/CatchConditions for the “Lock”/Catch
. . The action starts when the blade has fully The action starts when the blade has fully 

turned until it is facing down to the waterturned until it is facing down to the water

. The blade is driven quickly into the water. The blade is driven quickly into the water. The blade is driven quickly into the water. The blade is driven quickly into the water

. “Spear the fish” in the water by driving the . “Spear the fish” in the water by driving the 
top hand along the shafttop hand along the shaft

. Three points are connected: blade . Three points are connected: blade –– footrest footrest 
–– top hand (the fulcrum)top hand (the fulcrum)



The Pivot Point (Fulcrum)The Pivot Point (Fulcrum)





Coaching PointsCoaching Points to look for:

•The paddle shaft and a line between 
the shoulders remain parallel



Coaching PointsCoaching Points to look for
The angle of the paddle shaft across the 
body remains constant from Catch to Exit



Coaching PointsCoaching Points to look for:

•The blade is already exiting the water as 
the hip comes up level with it



Benefits of the “Lock”Benefits of the “Lock”
. . Minimizes any movement backwards Minimizes any movement backwards 

of the blade before the power phaseof the blade before the power phase

. Enables the use of the powerful . Enables the use of the powerful 
muscles of the legs and backmuscles of the legs and back

. Allows relaxation of the other muscles. Allows relaxation of the other muscles



or Power/“Pull” Phaseor Power/“Pull” Phase



Paddling actionPaddling action:
Strength

1:40” A

Time

1:40”

1:50”

I m p u l s i o n + G l i d e
A

B

b a



BODY BOAT

Putting it togetherPutting it together

BLADE



COMMON FAULTSCOMMON FAULTS
# Catch is too slow
# Pulling backwards at or even before the Catch
# Top arm is pushing forward and down to finish at chest 
height whilst force is being applied to the blade in the 
waterwater
# No Glide Phase
# Top arm fails to take control of the Catch
# Ineffective body rotation
# Exit the blade slowly and behind the hip
# Retaining a tight grip on the shaft during the Recovery





ANY QUESTIONS?ANY QUESTIONS?


